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Summary 
 
Leopold Parker (ne Pollak), born in 1905 in Vienna, Austria, discusses his father, Sigmund Pollak, 
who was born in Hungary; his mother, Julia Freud, who was born in Vienna and was a relation 
of Sigmund Freud; his two younger brothers, Fritz, who left Austria and went to Russia, and 
then Scotland;  
 
Born in Vienna in 1905.  Father Z/Sigmund Pollak – born in Hungary; mother – Julia Freud born 
in Vienna (relation of Sigmund Freud), her parents came from Moravia; 2 younger brothers – 
Fritz - left Austria and went to Russia, then Scotland.  Other brother to Palestine. Parents also 
went to Palestine.  Father was a traveling salesperson for jewelry firm, not a “learned” 
goldsmith, but Leo became master goldsmith.  Had biggest gold ring factory in Austria-Hungary.  
School -  Amenlinkol Gymnasium – left school at 14.  Belonged to HaKoah.  Married in 1929 to 
Charlotta Donat; had two children (1933 and 1935).  Family business taken over by Nazi 
commissar who controlled sage.  Kristallnacht was turning point; arrested on 11/10/38; taken 
to Hotel Metropol.  Put in cellar of hotel for 3 days and nights, then 11/13/38, sent to Dachau.  
Reason for incarceration – for his own protection.  At Dachau 1 month.  (Wife used Aryan 
solicitor to whom she signed over all money.)  Returned to Vienna via Munich.  Had help getting 
visa from woman (Betty ?) who had lived with them and was from Australia.  Left Vienna 
12/25/38; went to Switzerland; then to London.  There from 1/1/39 to mid-April 1939.  Took 
Escabenio (ship’s name) to Melbourne.  Arrived in June 1939.  Had to register as enemy aliens 
“friendly” Very little money; started successful weaving business.  First wife died in 1967. 
 
His message – Follow my example; take things as they are and don’t expect too much.  Also 
lived because of luck and chance; he didn’t make any big mistakes. 
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